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The Company
The BEST company is a family-owned company with headquarters in Filderstadt-Bonlanden near the 
Stuttgart Airport.
BEST is a company that specialises in axial clamping technology and is a high-quality supplier in the area 
of clamping technology. 

BEST GmbH is managed under one roof with Hugo Reckerth GmbH. Reckerth develops and manufactures 
highly precise spindles for milling, drilling, turning, and grinding machines utilized in wood, plastic, and metal-
processing commercial applications (additional information can be found on page 81 or at www.reckerth.de).

Quality, reliability and punctuality are the top priorities of BEST and Reckerth. The achievement of these 

These are applied in all areas of our business operations, from development, design, and production right 
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We are proud to present to you our new catalogue, which will give you a comprehensive overview of our 
product variety.

a comprehensive jaw range and a mechanical zero point system.

solutions for you, even for a comparably small number of items. Simply send us the workpiece to be clamped, 

and similar details into account when designing your individual clamping solution. 

Adaptations to your existing machines, tombstones or a zero point system are also possible.

like an offer or need a consultation appointment, please don't hesitate to contact us. We at BEST will gladly help 
you with all matters related to clamping technology and can provide you with competent help. You can reach us 
by telephone, fax or email. We will respond to you immediately and discuss everything with you in a personal 
consultation. 

BEST GmbH
Modular clamping technology and automation

Raiffeisenstrasse 15
D – 70794 Filderstadt-Bonlanden

Tel. +49 (0)711 / 722579-70
Fax +49 (0)711 / 722579-99
info@best-spanntechnik.de
www.best-spanntechnik.de
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1. Mechanical centric vices

1.1 BSM line

centres

table or used as a RPC zero-point centric vice on the BEST Realpoint system
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1.1.1 Mechanical centric vice BSM-115-SWBA

200-0115-012
BSM-115-SWBA
Ø 

Quick-change
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ties or on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.2 Mechanical centric vice BSM-115-KV

200-0115-014
BSM-115-KV
Ø 

Tongue and groove
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in

or on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.3 Mechanical centric vice BSM-140

200-0140-010
BSM-140

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.4 Mechanical centric vice BSM-180

200-0180-010
BSM-180

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.5 Mechanical centric vice BSM-250

200-0250-010
BSM-250

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.6 Mechanical centric vice BSM-500

200-0500-010
BSM-500

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.1.7 Mechanical centric vice special size BSM-400

200-0400-001
BSM-400

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove

on a pallet using screws or clamps.
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1.2 BSMG line

 
of the encapsulated design, which prevents soiling on the inside of the centric vice  
(with use of purge air)

machining table or used as a RPCG zero-point centric vice on the BEST Realpoint system
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1.2.1 Encapsulated centric vice BSMG-140

220-0140-004
BSMG-140

18 mm

Quick-change
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1.2.2 Encapsulated centric vice BSMG-180

220-0180-004
BSMG-180

13 kg

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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1.2.3 Encapsulated centric vice BSMG-250

220-0250-004
BSMG-250

Quick-change and 
tongue and groove
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1.2.4 Encapsulated centric vice BSMG-500

220-0500-200
BSMG-500

Tongue and groove
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1.2.5 Encapsulated centric vice special size BSMG-400

220-0400-001
BSMG-400

48 kg

Tongue and groove
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200-0040-001 200-0040-002 200-0040-003
BSM-040 BSM-040 BSM-040

Clamping jaws screwed onto spindle

1.3 Miniature vices
1.3.1 BSM-040 with blank jaws

Especially for the processing of small, precise workpieces with mould jaws,  
such as e.g. in the watch industry or medical technology.

200-0040-001

200-0040-002

200-0040-003
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200-0040-004 200-0040-005 200-0040-006
BSM-040 BSM-040 BSM-040

Clamping jaws screwed onto spindle

such as e.g. in the watch industry or medical technology.

1.3.2 BSM-040 with grip jaws

200-0040-005

200-0040-004

200-0040-006
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1.3.3 5-axis clamping jaw for miniature vices

Designation A
mm

B
mm

C
mm

D
mm

E
mm

F
mm

G
mm

H
mm

J
mm

K
mm

L
mm

M
mm

250-0105-001 B5S100-8 41 13

request.
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1.4 Special solutions

we would be delighted to hear from you.

with an offer for the number of items you require.

200-0500-020
BSM-500 double vice

spindle bearing allows compensation of dimensional deviations between the two clamped workpieces. The 

200-0500-025

200-0115-010 200-0115-011 210-0115-004
BSM-115 quick-change BSM-115 tongue and 

groove
BSM-115 tongue and 
groove
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A workpiece which is positioned on  
parallel bases is clamped. The position  

clamping a shaft. The clamps 
can be moved on the baseplate 
as required. Shafts with different 
lengths and diameters can thus  

be clamped.

 

clamped on Schunk zero-point 
clamping heads.

1.5 Sample applications
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A workpiece is clamped with mould 

clamping of workpieces up to 636 mm.

 

as cylindrical workpieces featuring 
different sizes and diameters.
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clamping a demonstration workpiece  

 
the inside to the outside.
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Shown clamping a blank part  
with grip jaws.

grip jaws, which the customer 
manufactured from the blank jaws 
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for the processing of blanks  

the centric vice is purely used for 
clamping support. 

automatically. A robot inserts the 
workpiece and operates the threaded 

spindle with an impact wrench for 
clamping with a vice.
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By means of the 3 prisms, shafts 

with one set of jaws. 

for better accessibility  

processing.
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Dimensions (WxLxH)
300-0094-002
300-0125-001
300-0150-001

For in-house production of mould jaws.

Dimensions (WxLxH)
310-0094-001
310-0125-001
310-0150-001

 AlZnMgCu0.5

For in-house production of mould jaws.

2. Jaw range

2.1 Quick-change jaws
all vices with a quick-change jaw connection.  

www.best-spanntechnik.de.

2.1.1 Jaw blanks

 300-0094-002    300-0125-001                 300-0150-001

 310-0094-001    310-0125-001                 310-0150-001
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Dimensions (WxLxH)
300-0094-006
300-0048-001
The grip jaw is hardened, and the grip bar grips at a height of 3 mm. The accuracy of the clamping surface relative to the 

For clamping raw materials under even concentrated load, in particular aluminium, where high surface pressure and thus 
maximum holding force are expected.

Dimensions (WxLxH)
300-0065-001
300-0094-007
300-0125-003
300-0061-003

 
For higher precision, the jaws must be ground out on the vice under clamping pressure.

For clamping workpieces which must not suffer damage. The clamping surface is grooved and not serrated. 
This provides optimum protection when clamping machined workpieces.

2.1.2 Stepped jaws

2.1.3 Grip jaws

             300-0065-001        300-0094-007       300-0125-003           300-0061-003

     300-0094-006             300-0048-001      

           300-0094-017 (see below)

Dimensions (WxLxH)
300-0094-017

For the clamping of various materials for which three different optional clamping inserts are available.
 

the Mastergrip clamping claws can be replaced quickly and easily (see Spare parts, Page 38). 
At the same time, these jaws have a smooth side for clamping machined surfaces.

(associated image, see above.)
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Dimensions (WxLxH)
300-0094-010

suitable for rough machining. The engagement of the teeth produces a high surface pressure and maximum holding 

At the same time, the jaw set also has two smooth sides for clamping machined surfaces.

(Please inquire with us, and we will prepare an individual offer for you)

Dimensions (WxLxH)
- on request
The prism jaws with quick-change jaw connection can be used to clamp a wide variety of shafts with diameters ranging 

With these jaws, work can be performed without problems both on the end face (e.g. planing, drilling, thread cutting) and 
the long side (e.g. milling precisely centred pockets).

require for the desired diameters.

for the number of items you require.

2.1.4 Pendulum grip jaws

2.1.5 Prism jaws
300-0094-010
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2.2 Tongue and groove jaws

Dimensions (WxLxH)
301-0065-001 BSM-115-KV (see p. 6)
301-0094-002 BSM-140 (see p. 7)
301-0125-002 BSM-180 (see p. 8)
301-0150-001 BSM-250 + BSM-500 (see p. 9+10)
301-0160-004 BSMG-500

For in-house production of mould jaws and subsequent clamping of moulded parts where the workpiece 
surface must be free of clamping marks.

Dimensions (WxLxH)
311-0065-001 BSM-115-KV (see p. 6)
311-0094-001 BSM-140 (see p. 7)
311-0125-001 BSM-180 (see p. 8)
311-0150-001 BSM-250 + BSM-500 

(see p. 9+10)

For in-house production of mould jaws and subsequent clamping of moulded parts where the workpiece 
surface must be free of clamping marks.

The tongue and groove jaws  (see table below).

tongue and groove jaws at www.best-spanntechnik.de.

2.2.1 Jaw blanks

    301-0065-001            301-0094-002        301-0125-002           301-0150-001              301-0160-004

     311-0065-001            311-0094-001         311-0125-001           311-0150-001
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2.2.3 Grip jaws

Dimensions (WxLxH)
301-0065-002 BSM-115-KV (see p. 6) 4-92 mm

301-0070-003 BSM-140 (see p. 7) 2-130 mm

301-0094-003 BSM-180 (see p. 8) 4-172 mm

301-0125-003 BSM-250 + BSM-500  
(see p. 9+10)

BSM 250: 2-210 mm
BSM 500: 2-456 mm

301-0160-001 BSM-250 + BSM-500  
(see p. 9+10)

BSM 250: 2-194 mm
BSM 500: 2-440 mm

301-0160-003 BSMG-500 (see p. 15) 2-490 mm

The stepped jaws are hardened. For high precision, the jaws must be ground out on the vice under clamping pressure. 

For clamping workpieces which must not suffer damage. The clamping surface is grooved and not serrated. 
This provides optimum protection when clamping machined workpieces.

2.2.2 Stepped jaws 

Dimensions (WxLxH)
301-0065-005 BSM-115-KV 10-70 mm
301-0094-006 BSM-140 (see p. 7) 10-95 mm
301-0094-004 BSM-180 (see p. 8) 12-78 mm ; 90-157 mm
The grip jaws are hardened.
The grip bar grips at a height of 3 mm.

For clamping raw materials under even concentrated load, in particular aluminium, where high surface pressure and thus 
maximum holding force are expected.

      301-0065-002            301-0070-003              301-0094-003                   301-0125-003                      301-0160-001                       301-0160-003

       301-0065-005       301-0094-006                301-0094-004
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Dimensions (WxLxH)
301-0065-004 BSM-115 8-52 mm
301-0094-012 BSM-140 10-37 mm ; 60-107 mm
301-0094-011 BSM-180 12-149 mm

For clamping sawing cuts, raw materials with a scaled surface and cast parts with the same concentrated load.

 
the Mastergrip clamping claws can be replaced quickly and easily (see Spare parts, Page 38). 

At the same time, these jaws have a smooth side for clamping machined surfaces.

(Please inquire with us, and we will prepare an individual offer for you)
Dimensions (WxLxH)

301-0100-013 BSM-180 20-75 mm
80-150 mm

301-0100-012 BSM-250 20-85 mm
135-200 mm

301-0125-014 BSM-500 18-448 mm

We will be happy to match the jaws to your required clamping range.

2.2.4 5-axis jaws

         301-0065-004      301-0094-012         301-0094-011

       301-0100-013              301-0100-012                         301-0125-014
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(Please inquire with us, and we will prepare an individual offer for you)
Dimensions (WxLxH)

301-0120-003 BSM-180
 19-45 mm   horizontal
30-70 mm   horizontal

 60-116 mm   horizontal
301-0125-005 BSM-180 45-95 mm   horizontal
301-0250-004 BSM-250 79-110 mm   horizontal
301-0025-001 BSM-250 25-40 mm   vertical

 

With these jaws, work can be performed without problems both on the end face (e.g. planing, drilling, thread cutting)  
and the long side (e.g. milling precisely centred pockets).

require for the desired diameters.

2.2.5 Prism jaws

       301-0120-003 (1)       301-0120-003 (2)           301-0125-005          301-0250-004   301-0025-001

Special prism jaw 301-0020-001  
for BSM-115-KV clamping range 
6-20 mm horizontal and vertical

 
for the number of items you require.
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Dimensions (WxLxH)
303-0200-001 BSM-500  12-414 mm,  72-445 mm
303-0200-004 BSM-250

BSM-500
32-262 mm,  53-267 mm 
32-510 mm,  53-516 mm

The clamping inserts can be positioned at various points on the jaw, allowing clamping of a wide range of parts with one 
jaw set.

 
please state the application for which you require them. 

The clamping inserts must be ordered separately (see page 38).
Additional possible upon request.

Dimensions (WxLxH)
303-0160-001 BSM-180  8-180 mm,  116-216 mm
303-0160-002 BSM-250

BSM-500
14-205 mm,  130-263 mm 
14-450 mm,  116-466 mm

nonparallel workpieces can not be clamped.
The clamping inserts can be positioned at various points on the jaw, allowing clamping of a wide range of parts with one 
jaw set.

state the application for which you require them. 

The clamping inserts must be ordered separately (see page 38).
Additional possible upon request.

for the number of items you require.

2.2.6 Vario jaws

       303-0200-001    303-0200-001

      303-0160-001               303-0160-002
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Designation
5222-0020-001 Clamping claw

2.3 Spare parts and accessories

Designation
6301-0010-001 Mastergrip inserts for steel
6301-0010-002 Mastergrip inserts for hardened steel (up to 

50-54 HRC) and titanium
6301-0010-003 Mastergrip inserts for aluminium

 

Designation
6304-0029-001 Smooth clamping insert for Vario jaws

6304-0029-002 Gripper clamping insert for Vario jaws
 

6304-0029-003 Smooth clamping insert for Vario jaws

6304-0029-004 Gripper clamping insert for Vario jaws

6304-0029-005 Smooth clamping insert for Vario jaws

6304-0029-006 Gripper clamping insert for Vario jaws

6304-0029-007 Gripper clamping insert for Vario jaws

Also available in other sizes on request.

A
mm

B
mm

C
mm

5062-0020-001
5062-0020-002 Ø 
5062-0020-003

5222-0020-001

6301-0010-001

6301-0010-003

6301-0010-002

6304-0029-001

6304-0029-004

6304-0029-003

6304-0029-002

5062-0020-001

5062-0020-004

A
mm

B
mm

C
mm

5062-0020-004 Mounted with M6
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Designation
6303-0094-001 Pendulum jaws
For clamping non-parallel workpieces
Attaches magnetically to steel jaw

Height
mm

Width (total)
mm

Width (support)
mm

6303-0047-001
6303-0047-002
6303-0047-003
6303-0047-004 31
6303-0047-005 34
6303-0047-006
6303-0047-007 44
6303-0047-008 46
6303-0060-001
6303-0060-002
6303-0060-003
6303-0060-004 31
6303-0093-001 14
6303-0093-002
6303-0093-003
6303-0093-004
6303-0093-005 31
6303-0093-006 34
6303-0093-007
6303-0093-008 44
6303-0093-009 46
6303-0093-010
Additional sizes available upon request.

Designation
5600-0050-001 Claw, left-hand thread, 50 mm wide
5600-0050-002 Claw, right-hand thread, 50 mm wide
5600-0060-001 Claw, left-hand thread, 60 mm wide
5600-0060-002 Claw, right-hand thread, 60 mm wide
5742-0014-001 Spindle for quick-change jaws
6904-0020-050 Feather key for quick-change jaws

6303-0093-001

6303-0047-001

6303-0060-004

5742-0014-001

5600-0050-001 6904-0020-050

6303-0094-001
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3.1 Realpoint zero-point clamping system

quickly (centric vices, baseplates, quick-change jaws and tongue and groove jaws)
 

 
to our system

3. Zero point system
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3.1.1 RPC / RPCG centric vices

(from page 6) become RPC zero-point centric vices and encapsulated BSMG centric vices (from page 14) 
become encapsulated RPCG zero-point centric vices.
The centric vices can be ordered fully assembled in the zero-point version.
See the tables below for the order numbers of the individual zero-point versions.

Designation Designation
225-0140-004 RPCG-140
225-0180-004 RPCG-180
225-0250-004 RPCG-250

BSMG...

Designation Designation
205-0115-004 RPC-115-SWBA
205-0115-005 RPC-115-KV
205-0140-004 RPC-140
205-0180-004 RPC-180
205-0250-004 RPC-250
205-0500-004 RPC-500

BSM...
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Diameter
mm

Height 
mm

281-0157-001
281-0186-001 186

Diameter
mm

Height 
mm

282-0157-001
282-0186-001 186

Length 
mm

Width 
mm

Height 
mm

281-0150-001 116
281-0196-001

281-0250-001

281-0500-001

Length 
mm

Width 
mm

Height 
mm

282-0150-001 116
282-0196-001

3.1.3 Pallets

3.1.2 Baseplates

For zero-point adjustment of the RPC centric vice (see page 41) and the pallets (see below).

Example for the adaptation of a centric vice without zero-point connection on a baseplate
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3.1.4  Epoxy mineral tombstones with integrated Realpoint zero-point 
clamping system

 
families RPC and RPCG (see page 41) can be quickly replaced

 
a BEST pallet

Designation A
mm

B
mm

C
mm

D
mm

E
mm

F
mm

G
mm

H
mm

Approx.
kg

250-0290-001 BMT290 1RP -
250-0490-001 BMT490 2RP
250-0690-001 BMT690 3RP

The corresponding pallets for mounting vices from other manufacturers can be found on 

Tombstones in other materials, (e.g. cast or steel), heights and shapes and designed 
with different hole matrix spacings are available on request.

             250-0290-001  250-0490-001     250-0690-001

Hole pattern tomb-
stone, special size
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3.1.5 5-axis riser

and ideally matched to your machine. The standard design is in steel, additional materials are available on 
request.

vice.
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3.1.6 5-axis pyramid

The slanted arrangement of the vice allows all workpiece to be ideally accessible. We can supply the pyra-
mids in a range of materials, sizes and forms ideally matched to your machine.

RPC and RPCG (see page 41) can be quickly replaced

pyramid
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3.1.7 5-axis pyramid tombstone

number of clamping positions. Through the arrangement in different angles of tombstone and pyramid, all 
workpieces are optimally accessible. We can supply the pyramid tombstone in a range of materials, sizes 
and forms ideally matched to your machine.

vice.

RPC and RPCG (see page 41) can be quickly replaced
 

pyramid tombstone

>

>

tombstone (4 clamping positions) with 8 clamping positions

with 6 clamping positionstombstone (3 clamping positions)
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Designation
5151-0040-001 Realpoint tightening bolt

 

Designation
5151-0040-002 Realpoint tightening bolt, sword-shaped

Designation
5152-0016-001 Realpoint alignment bolt
For the alignment of centric vices (see page 41) and pallets  

Designation
5152-0020-001 Realpoint alignment bolt
For the alignment of centric vices (see page 41) and pallets  

Designation
5701-0016-001 Realpoint clamping screw
The clamping screw for drawing in the tightening bolts  

 

3.1.8 Accessories

Designation
6904-0020-022 Flat slot nut incl. screw M6x12
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Designation
6901-0060-001 Torque wrench
For controlled clockwise tightening with lever ratchet wrench

Feel free to contact us if you require a torque wrench featuring  
a different design.

Designation
6902-0013-001 Socket wrench WAF 13
6902-0015-001 Socket wrench WAF 15
6902-0017-001 Socket wrench WAF 17
6902-0024-001 Socket wrench WAF 24

Designation
6905-0050-001 Clamping claw M12
For attaching the centric vices to your machining table

Feel free to contact us if you require a different clamping claw.

Designation
6904-0410-002 BEST special grease 
Special lubricating grease to ensure optimum clamping for the  
centric vices.

Designation
6904-0500-001 Grease gun 
High-pressure hand-lever grease gun for lubricating the vice with 
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3.2 Adaptation to zero-point systems of other manufacturers

The mechanical centric vices from BEST can be adapted to your existing zero-point systems of other 
manufacturers. The following provides a brief overview of already implemented solutions, adaptations to systems 
of additional manufacturers are possible upon request.

LANG

Erowa

200-0115-016 200-0140-011
BSM-115 EROWA BSM-140 EROWA

200-0180-010
BSM-180 
delivery)

-

Schunk

200-0180-010-01
BSM-180 Schunk

depending on the vice model. Please let us know your requirements.
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Hoffmann

920-0180-002
BSMG-180 Zero Clamp

depending on the vice model. Please let us know your requirements.

Adaptation to zero point system of additional manufacturers available on request.

920-0250-001
BSMG-250 VB

possible depending on the vice model. Please let us know your requirements.

Vischer & Bolli

PAROTEC

200-0140-015
BSM-140 Parotec

Please let us know which vice size you require.
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4. Adaptation to rotary tables

Expansion from 3- or 4-axle machine by one additional axle
Compact system through BEST vice BSM
Round design of the BSM vice, ideal for rotary table

for a matching adapter plate, including vice and jaws for your production.

>

>>

>
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5. Vices for automation solutions

5.1. Pneumatic vice models

5.1.1. Pneumatic centric vices

-
quest)

offer for the number of items you require)
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5.1.1.1 Pneumatic centric vices BSP-64

150-0064-001
BSP-64

1 bar

186 cm³ per double  
stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

Compensation function
Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

Fixed jaw
Sealing air connection

301-0034-001

�

����

����

����

����

����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��

BSP-64

100,350,064
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Compensation function
Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions, 
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.2 Pneumatic centric vices BSP-100

150-0100-005
BSP-100

4 kg

1 bar

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

in

BSP-1

Fixed jaw
Sealing air connection

301-0060-002

100,350,100
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Compensation function
Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.3 Pneumatic centric vices BSP-160

150-0160-009
BSP-160

14 kg

1 bar

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

Fixed jaw
Sealing air connection

301-0094-008

100,350,160
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Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.4 Pneumatic centric vice BSPD-170-SWBA (with double piston)

152-0170-002
BSPD-170-SWBA

6 mm

1 bar

stroke
Quick-change

 
underside

�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��

Fixed jaw

100,352,170
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Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.5 Pneumatic centric vice BSPD-170-KV (with double piston)

152-0170-003
BSPD-170-KV

6 mm

1 bar

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

301-0094-008Fixed jaw

�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��

100,352,170
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Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions, 
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.6 Pneumatic centric vice BSPD-250-SWBA (with double piston)

152-0250-002
BSPD-250-SWBA

6 mm

1 bar

stroke
Quick-change

 
underside

�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��

Fixed jaw

100,352,170
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Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air connection

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.1.1.7 Pneumatic centric vice BSPD-250-KV (with double piston)

152-0250-003
BSPD-250-KV

6 mm

1 bar

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

301-0150-006Fixed jaw

�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��

100,352,170
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5.1.1.8  Pneumatic centric vice special size BSPD-64-KV  
(with double piston)

152-0064-001
BSPD-64-KV

1.8 kg

1 bar

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

Clamping path monitoring

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

301-0034-001

100,352,064

Fixed jaw
Sealing air connection
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5.1.1.9  Pneumatic centric vice special size BSPD-420-SWBA  
(with double piston)

152-0420-001
BSPD-420-SWBA

6 mm

1 bar

stroke
Quick-change

 
underside

Fixed jaw
Sealing air connection
Clamping path monitoring

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer. 100,352,170
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5.1.1.10 Pneumatic centric vice with maintenance of pressure

maintenance valve

the machine is thus necessary)
 

915-0100-001
 

pressure maintenance valve

This solution is also possible with other vice sizes. Let us know what your requirements are and we will 
be happy to work out a solution for you.
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5.1.2 Sample applications

 
by the customer.

 
A blank cast is with large tolerance 

deviation is clamped. Two drill holes are  

The jaws have grip inserts, one jaw moves 
like a pendulum towards the workpiece.

The loading takes place via a robot.
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5.1.3 Pneumatic vice BSP-125-FB

151-0125-001
BSP-125-FB

3 mm
Adjustment range of  114 mm

1 bar

Air consumption (6 bar)
stroke
Tongue and groove
on the side

301-0125-011301-0125-012

�

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� � � � � � 	 
 � ��
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Articulate clamping jaw is roughly pre-set via a threaded spindle
Through compressed air clamping is carried out via sluice valve and clamping lever

Tension pressure is maintained through self-attenuation

Parallel clamping
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5.2. Hydraulic vice models

5.2.1 Hydraulic centric vices

offer for the number of items you require)
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5.2.1.1 Hydraulic centric vice BSH-64

100-0064-001
BSP-64

1.4 kg

6 cm³ per double 
stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

in

BSH-64

Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication system

.
Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

Fixed jaw
Sealing air

301-0034-001

100,300,064
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Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication system

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.2.1.2 Hydraulic centric vice BSH-100

100-0100-001
BSP-100

3 mm

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

301-0060-002Fixed jaw
Sealing air

�

����

����

����

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� �� �� �� �� 	� �� 
� �� �� ���

100,300,100
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�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

� �� �� �� �� �� �� 	� 
� ��

Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication system

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.2.1.3 Hydraulic centric vice BSH-160

100-0160-001
BSP-160

16 kg

4 mm
Max. actuating pres-

Tongue and groove
 

underside

301-0094-008Fixed jaw
Sealing air

100,300,160
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Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication system

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.2.1.4 Hydraulic centric vice BSH-250

100-0250-002
BSP-250

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
underside

301-0125-009Fixed jaw
Sealing air

in

100,300,250
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Clamping path monitoring
Central lubrication system

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.2.1.5 Hydraulic centric vice BSH-500

100-0500-001
BSP-500

111 kg

stroke
Tongue and groove

 
hydraulic control unit

301-0150-008Fixed jaw
Sealing air

100,300,500
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Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

5.2.1.6 Hydraulic centric vice special size BSH-116

100-0116-001
BSP-116

6 kg

6 mm

stroke
Tongue and groove

301-0070-005Fixed jaw

100,300,116
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5.2.1.7 Hydraulic centric vice special size BSH-290
           Vice with extra long stroke

Clamping path monitoring
Sealing air

Please let us know, if you require one of the additional functions,  
so that we can take this into consideration in the offer.

100-0290-001
BSP-290

15 mm

stroke
Tongue and groove

301-0100-014Fixed jaw

100,300,116
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5.2.2 Hydraulic compensation vice BSHAN-155

102-0155-001

stroke
Tongue and groove

�

����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�����

�� �� �� �� �� �� 	� 
� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

301-0050-009

100,302,155
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Please send us your workpiece that needs to be clamped (ideally the Step format), and we will gladly  
send you a technical draft together with an offer for the number of items you require.

 
of the vice

This allows for a compensation of dimensional deviations of the blank workpieces.

Centring

Alignment with sword pin
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5.2.3 Sample applications

bridge with workpiece- 

Since space on the machine is limited, a solution with 
tombstone and two hydraulic vices was not an option.  
For that reason, the clamping device with two-sided 

clamping was developed.

 
traversing path.

The quick-change system for the jaws  
allows speedy changeover. This means that 
cubic bar stock can be machined in addition  

to round stock.
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5.3 Optional additional functions for automated centric vices

The pneumatic and hydraulic centric vices can be equipped with various additional functions. The additional 
functions that are possible for the respective devices can be found in the corresponding description of the vice 
in this catalogue. When you order the vice, please let us know, if you require one or several of the additional 
functions, so that we can prepare the vices accordingly.
The additional functions are explained below.

Through a clamping path monitoring query from automated devices 
it is possible to verify whether the workpiece has been properly inserted and  

The production only starts when the correct clamping path has been  
reached and the media pressure has been applied

 
(upper and lower tolerance values of the clamping paths)

Resolution/accuracy depends on the clamping path
The solution supports the compliance with the  

 
are available for a secure process (clamping path and pressure)

workpiece touch points will be read.

The hydraulic and pneumatic vices of BEST can be equipped with  
 

an overpressure is generated in the vice, which prevents dirt from  
entering into the vice.

By selecting the central lubrication option, you can reduce  
the maintenance expenditure of the vice. The automated and  
simultaneous lubrication of multiple vices is possible.  
The regular lubrication and correct dosing reduces the lubrication 
consumption and wear.
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if necessary.

workpieces, the BEST vices can also be converted to compensation function.
 

the exterior vices must function centrically and specify the position.

 

about the clamping device, such as serial number, model, purchase date, for example.

which clamping device is being used for clamping. For various machine types it is then possible to compensate 
for potential deviations.

Shafts are clamped in a horizontal processing centre on a tombstone 
 

additional clamping path monitoring function. 
The entire control is set up in the tombstone structure.  

The user can select between automatic and manual operation.
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6. Multi-point clamping strips

Part Order number,  
individual parts

Designation 

1 Base rail
Grip jaws, quick-change

3
module

4 Embossing/stamping clamping jaw
Parallel base

6 Magnet stop
Socket head cap bolt

Part Order number,  
individual parts

Designation 

1 Base rail
Stop module

3
4 Clamping jaw, smooth

Parallel base
6 Stop

Socket head cap bolt

Different lengths and sizes of the multi-point clamping strips are available on request.
Different jaw designs (also draw-down modules) are available on request.

The multi-point clamping strips are a modular system that allows you to clamp one or more workpieces to a base 

clamping modules.
420-0500-001

420-0500-002

 
clamping 421-0094-091  

 
421-0048-090  
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You have a workpiece that you would like to clamp and need help with the implementation?
With BEST you have come to the right place!

Please send us your workpiece that needs to be clamped (ideally the stepped format), and let us know which 

relevant machine data and information of the desired clamping method (mechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic), our 
experienced engineers will develop an individual proposal for you.

for smallest quantities.

 solutions

workpiece that needs to 
be clamped, if possible 
in the stepped format

Clamping- 
requiring 

workpiece

develop a clamping solution 
and will send you  
a customized proposal

will produce the individual 
solution for you

Custom solution

Clamping draft 
design 
BEST

 
a double bracket that is already available at the company.
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The Hugo Reckerth GmbH is family-owned business that has grown over many years, with headquarters 
in Filderstadt-Bonlanden and is managed under one roof with the BEST GmbH. Reckerth develops and 
manufactures highly precise spindles for milling, drilling, turning, and grinding machines utilized in wood, plastic, 

international quality providers in the spindle manufacturing industry.

Even if you only need a relatively small quantity, we are your partner for custom solutions and innovative 

quickly respond to your individual requests. 

from you and will be glad to assist you.

Hugo Reckerth GmbH
Spindle & Balancing Technology
Raiffeisenstrasse 15
D – 70794 Filderstadt-Bonlanden
Phone +49 (0)711 / 722579-0
Fax +49 (0)711 / 722579-29
info@reckerth.de
www.reckerth.de

Electric and motor spindles

Belt spindles
Motors for test bays
Repair service
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General Terms and Conditions, Best GmbH 
Modular clamping technology & automation
1. General information 

have expressly agreed to accept them, we do not recognise any terms and conditions of the customer's company which are contrary to or deviate 
from these General Terms and Conditions. 

future dealings with the customer.

2. Offer

authoritative on an approximate basis, unless they are explicitly stated as binding. 

written form.

available by us to the customer or third parties. This information may not be passed on to persons other than the customer or these third parties. 

3. Price and payment

or increases in costs occurring after conclusion of the contract, in particular as the result of wage settlements or changes in the price of materials. 

ex works and not including packaging. Sales tax at the currently valid legal rate will be listed separately in the invoice on the date of billing.

payment with consideration of all collection and discount fees. 
(4)  The customer can only offset against our payment claims if the counterclaim of the customer is undisputed or in the case of legal entitlement. The 

customer is entitled to right of lien only in as far as it is based on the same contractual relationship. 

4. Delivery and delays in delivery

delivery period must be agreed upon at the same time where applicable. Adherence to deadlines for deliveries and services on our part is subject 

deadlines will be postponed or extended accordingly. 

unforeseen events beyond our volition and our sphere of control despite appropriate care having been exercised on our part, e.g. in the case of 
the disruption of operations, intervention by the authorities, problems with the power supply or delays in the delivery of essential bought-in parts. 
The same applies in the case of strikes and lockouts. We are under obligation to inform the customer immediately if such problems occur. 

These limitations do not apply to liability arising from loss of life, physical injury or damage to health.

being effected, the customer is entitled to issue a written statement of withdrawal from the contract or to demand compensation in place of the 

time granted for subsequent performance expires without delivery being effected and where the customer has announced his intention to refuse 
acceptance, entitlement to delivery is excluded. 

(6)  The customer is under obligation, when requested by us to do so, to state within a reasonable period of time whether, as a result of the delay, he 
intends to withdraw from the contract or whether he insists on delivery. 

5. Handover of the goods
  The customer is under obligation to accept the goods delivered by us on the agreed date. The risk of accidental loss or accidental depreciation 

of the goods shall pass to the customer on delivery. The same is true if the object of sale is shipped from our factory to a location other than the 
headquarters of the customer by request of the customer and is handed over to the shipping agent, the carrier, or another person commissioned 
to perform shipping. 

6. Liability for defects, other liabilities, limitation of claims
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performance will be borne by the customer in as far as these costs are higher due to the object of sale being shipped to a location other than the 
headquarters of the customer, unless this shipment is in accordance with the intended use. 

supplementary performance have failed or supplementary performance is impossible or cannot reasonably be expected, the customer will be 

unlawful acts or cases of liability in tort) are excluded. These limitations of liability are applicable above all for claims for damages not arising on 

(3)  Aforementioned exoneration from liability does not apply if the cause of damage stems from wrongful intent or gross negligence on our part or 
that of our representatives or agents, or at least if an essential cardinal obligation under the contract has been violated due to simple negligence 

negligence or culpable violation of substantial contractual obligations, but our liability, in accordance with sentence 3 of this paragraph, is limited 
to the contractually foreseeable damage. These limitations do not apply to liability arising from loss of life, physical injury or damage to health or 

(4)  The period of limitation for claims and rights in connection with defective delivery is 1 year from the passage of risk or, in the case of shipment 
via a shipping agent, carrier or another person commissioned to perform shipping, with handover of the consignment to these. The statutory 

Monitoring Services). Here, the statutory period of limitation is 3 years. 

gross negligence of duty or violation of substantial contractual obligations.
(6)  Where our liability has been excluded or limited, this shall also apply to the personal liability of our employees, workers, representatives and 

agents. 

7. Retention of title
(1)  We reserve title to all goods supplied until such time as the customer has paid in full all present and future claims arising from the business 

relationship.

his advance consent to recovery of the goods in such a case. Taking back the goods does not constitute withdrawal from the contract unless we 
have expressly declared this in writing. Costs incurred by us for recovery of the goods (in particular transport costs) will be borne by the customer. 

(3)  The customer is obliged to handle the objects of sale with due care. 

German Code of Civil Procedure despite our winning the case will be borne by the customer. 

effect, he assigns to us all claims to which he is entitled from resale, processing, combining of the purchased goods or on other legal grounds 

remains entitled to collect these claims even after assigning them to us, without prejudice to our right to collect the claim ourselves. However, we 
undertake to refrain from collecting the claim as long as the customer meets the payment obligations from the collected revenues, is not in arrears 

the customer is under obligation to provide us with details of assigned claims and the respective debtors as well as all details required to collect 
the claims, surrender to us the associated documents and inform the debtor (third party) of the assignment of the claim. We are entitled to revoke 
the collection authorisation in the case of contract violations (especially arrears in payment) by the customer. 

(6)  The retention of title also extends to the full value of products ensuing from the processing, mixing or combining of goods supplied by us, whereby 
these processes are to be carried out in such a way that we are considered as the manufacturer. Should property rights of third parties exist in 
the case of processing, blending or combining their goods, we shall acquire joint ownership proportional to the objective values of the processed 
goods. 

goods supplied with real estate. 
(8)  Securities to which we are entitled shall not be accounted for in as far as the value of our securities exceeds the nominal amount of the claims to 

8. Flat-rate compensation for damages

or depreciation. We reserve the right to assert a higher claim for compensation or as a result of depreciation.  

rate of compensation. 

9. Final provisions 
(1)  All contractual relations between the parties to this contract shall be interpreted solely under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany, any 

appropriate legal venue. 

have agreed upon in furtherance of the economic objectives of these General Terms and Conditions if they had been aware of the loopholes shall 
be deemed to apply.



BEST GmbH
Modular clamping technology and automation

Raiffeisenstrasse 15
D – 70794 Filderstadt-Bonlanden

Tel. +49 (0)711 / 722579-70
Fax +49 (0)711 / 722579-99

info@best-spanntechnik.de
www.best-spanntechnik.de
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